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Abstract This paper reports the visualization of droplet

formation in co-flowing microfluidic devices using food-

grade aqueous biopolymer–surfactant solutions as the dis-

persed droplet phase and sunflower oil as the continuous

phase. Microparticle image velocimetry and streak imaging

techniques are utilized to simultaneously recover the

velocity profiles both within and around the dispersed phase

during droplet formation and detachment. Different breakup

mechanisms are found for Newtonian–Newtonian and non-

Newtonian–Newtonian model water-in-oil emulsions,

emphasizing the influence of process and material parame-

ters such as the flow rates of both phases, interfacial tension,

and the elastic properties of the non-Newtonian droplet

phase on the droplet formation detachment dynamics.

Keywords Microparticle image velocimetry �
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1 Introduction

Particle image velocimetry techniques (PIV) have been

used to study flow situation in numerous multiphase

systems such as droplet dispersing, droplet evaporation,

spraying, bubble flow beside, others (Raffel et al. 1998).

PIV is also commonly applied to understanding complex

flow behavior in different geometries under various con-

ditions, often in combination with computational fluid

dynamics.

Microfluidics utilize micrometer scaled laboratory on a

chip devices to investigate the flow behavior in small fluid

volumes and fluids under spatial confinement. Flow in

microchannels is typically laminar and at low Reynolds

numbers, since the magnitude of surface and viscous forces

dominate inertial and gravity forces. Microfluidic devices

are used widely for fluid dynamical investigations (Nghe

et al. 2011; Schoch et al. 2008; Seemann et al. 2012;

Squires and Quake 2005; Tice et al. 2003; Woerner 2012;

Shui et al. 2007), cell screening and diagnostics (Auroux

et al. 2002; Franke and Wixforth 2008; Haeberle and

Zengerle 2007; Mark et al. 2010; Mu et al. 2013; Qi et al.

2012; Takinoue and Takeuchi 2011; Yeo et al. 2011; Gijs

et al. 2010), single-molecule investigations (Dutse and

Yusof 2011; Haenggi and Marchesoni 2009; Mai et al.

2012; van der Graaf et al. 2005), and templating minire-

actors in, e.g., biotechnology (Marques and Fernandes

2011; Song et al. 2006; Teh et al. 2008).

The simultaneous visualization of the flow behavior

during the formation or deformation of droplets, either at

the liquid–liquid boundaries or within in both fluid phases,

has only be addressed recently, mostly due to the inherent

three-dimensionality of the flow. However, the flow pat-

terns inside a rising, falling, or static drop in a quiescent

second liquid or into air was studied macroscopically by,

e.g., (Horton et al. 1965; Hetsroni et al. 1970; Liu and

Zheng 2006; Spells 1952; Hudson 2010). The emphasis of

these works was mostly on understanding of the effect of

the droplet’s internal circulation on mass transfer rates
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(Burkhart et al. 1976; Johnson and Hamielec 1960; Tim-

gren et al. 2008; Dore et al. 2012; Alves et al. 2005). A

number of publications deal with the internal flow pattern

of liquid slugs (i.e., droplets moving along channels in

contact with the channel wall) and liquid segments between

neighboring slugs. For example, Thulasidas et al. (1997)

observed counter-rotating vortices inside liquid segments

located in between trains of bubbles utilizing high-speed

video imaging and PIV. They found a correlation between

the location of the vortex centers and dividing streamlines

and the input liquid flow rate.

Previous work on droplet flow investigations in micro-

channels has been performed with droplets or bubbles

moving slowly along the channel walls (Gunther et al.

2004; Kashid et al. 2005; Lindken et al. 2009; Koutsiaris

et al. 1999; Schluter et al. 2008). Kinoshita et al. (2007)

performed a high-speed confocal microparticle image ve-

locimetry (lPIV) analysis to investigate the internal flow

behavior of a moving droplet. They were able to measure

velocity distributions of microdomain flow and obtained a

three-dimensional flow structure with complex circulation

patterns. The confocal lPIV technique was later extended

and applied to tank-treating motion of red blood cells

(Oishi et al. 2011, 2012). Dietrich et al. (2008) character-

ized gas–liquid flow and investigated bubble shape, size,

and formation mechanism under various experimental

conditions and channel geometries. Sarrazin et al. (2006)

reported on numerical simulations and experimental

observations of liquid–liquid flow in rectangular micro-

channels, focusing on interface deformation and velocity

fields inside the droplets.

This paper focuses on the process of liquid–liquid dis-

persion, i.e., the direct injection of a disperse phase into a

flowing continuous phase, a configuration that is also seen

in emulsification processes, such as membrane emulsifi-

cation. In particular, it investigates (1) the flow behavior

inside and around a droplet during its formation when

subjected to co-flow environment in microfluidic devices

and (2) the influence of the viscoelasticity of the dispersed

phase on the droplet detachment process. As model system,

a water-in-oil emulsion composed of a food-grade aqueous

biopolymer–surfactant solution as the dispersed phase

(droplet) and sunflower oil as continuous (bulk) phase was

used. To vary the viscoelastic properties of the droplet

phase, three different concentrations of chemically modi-

fied guar gum were used (Duxenneuner et al. 2008). High

molecular polymers exhibit stress relaxation properties due

to the stretching and deformation of the polymer backbone

under shear and elongational flow, as is present in the

droplet detachment process. It is known that such relaxa-

tion phenomena substantially impact droplet formation and

breakup kinetics and the final droplet size (Duxenneuner

et al. 2008; Husny and Cooper-White 2006; Rodd et al.

2005a, b). The objective of the study is therefore to visu-

alize the influence of different process and material

parameters on the droplet detachment dynamics. In par-

ticular, we investigated the flow rates of both phases, the

interfacial tension, and the viscoelastic properties

(expressed by the polymer relaxation time) of the droplet

phase. lPIV and streak imaging techniques are used to

simultaneously recover the velocity profiles both within

and around the dispersed phase during droplet formation

and detachment, as a function of device geometry, process

conditions, and material parameters.

2 Experimental setup

2.1 lPIV and streak imaging

PIV and lPIV are non-invasive optical methods for visu-

alizing flow fields. The principle relies on the observation

of tracer particles, which are either seeded into the fluid of

interest or already exist within the solution. Using a dou-

ble-pulsed laser, a light sheet illuminates twice a thin plane

of the flowing medium. The time delay between the laser

pulses depends on the mean flow velocity and the imaging

magnification. The light scattered by the tracer particles is

recorded on two different frames via a CCD sensor for

cross-correlation. Using suitable post-processing software,

the particle movement and, hence, the local vectors of

particle dislocations can be determined. Since the first

introduction of a lPIV system by Santiago et al. (1998),

this technique has received significant attention and has

been reported in numerous articles, including examples of

the application of lPIV to characterize the hydrodynamic

of single droplets (Tretheway and Meinhart 2002, 2004)

and complex flow systems within microfluidic devices

(Meinhart et al. 1999; Rodd et al. 2005a; Sarrazin et al.

2006; Williams et al. 2010). Using the streak imaging

technique, the trajectories of the particles illustrate the

dynamic of the fluid in the observed area and describe the

flow field in and around droplets. Streak imaging summa-

rizes the fluorescence signal of the tracer particle over

longer times resulting in imaging of the streamlines of

those particles.

2.2 Experimental setup

The setup for lPIV and stream imaging includes an inverse

stereo microscope (Leica DM-IRB) and a workstation to

control the lPIV synchronization and analysis. For streak

imaging, a mercury lamp is employed as a constant illu-

mination source for long-time exposure of the sample. The

trajectories of the particles illustrate the dynamic of the

system based on the Lagrangian path of the observed fluid
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element. In our experiments, the 546-nm line is used to

image Nile red fluorescent particles. For lPIV, two syn-

chronized Nd:YAG lasers (double-pulsed neodymium-

doped yttrium aluminum garnet crystal lasers) supplying

high-intensity (400 mJ) monochrome light with a wave-

length of k = 1,064 nm are used. Polarization filters allow

for both infrared light pulses to be doubled and vertically

harmonized to a wavelength of 532 nm with pulse fre-

quency of 30 Hz. The pulses of the light first pass through

an epifluorescent prism assembly (‘‘Y3’’ filter Leica). This

assembly is composed of an excitation band-pass filter,

which transmits k from 500 to 560 nm, and a dichromatic

mirror, which reflects k\ 590 nm and transmits

k[ 590 nm. Only light with a wavelength k[ 590 nm is

finally transferred to the camera detector. Depending on the

experimental scale, either a microscope objective lens with

magnification 209 (NA0.5, long distance objective, air

immersion) or 109 (NA0.3, air immersion) was employed.

Passing the objective, the light reaches the microscope

stage where it illuminates a fluorescent particle seeded

solution inside a PDMS microchannel. The fluorescent

light is then reflected back to a wide spectral sensitive CCD

12-bit SensiCam QE with a 60-mm Nikkor objective (Ni-

kon) connected to a frame grabber card. The camera has a

high-speed interline data transfer cable with a dual and

single readout mode. The sensor resolution is

1,376 9 1,040 px.

2.3 Analysis method

lPIV is a whole-flow-field technique, which provides

instantaneous velocity vector measurements in a stereo-

scopic approach. Detailed descriptions on the lPIV algo-

rithm and correlation techniques are given elsewhere

(Meinhart et al. 2000; Olsen and Adrian 2000; Santiago

et al. 1998; Sarrazin et al. 2006; Wereley et al. 2002;

Williams et al. 2010). Standard lPIV relies on the velocity

fields plotted in Cartesian (typically squared) space, in

which all vectors are calculated using the same constant

parameters (e.g., size of the interrogation area, validation

setup). An individual consideration of the local geometry,

changes in the local geometry, and local flow situation does

not take place. The drop formation process (nucleation,

growth, detachment) occurs at the capillary tip, and the

multiphase flow renders the experiments inapplicable for

simple averaging or cross-correlation methods. Several

techniques address this shortcoming by either using a two-

camera setup coupled with confocal microscopy (Kinoshita

et al. 2007; Oishi et al. 2011; Park et al. 2004) or masking

methods. The later technique is used by the FlexPIV

algorithm (Dantec), which allows detailed analysis with

multiple processing schemes of specifically defined, flexi-

ble object areas within a frame pair. To track local flow

fields in and around the droplets, the flow- and geometry-

adaptive PIV processing software enables one to calculate

velocity vectors in defined areas (objects) associated with

an individual grid. Although it is possible to exclude cer-

tain areas from being processed by masking, the total

image is still processed by the cross-correlation algorithm.

Grids of different knot density can be generated and

adapted specifically to the conditions of the flow field.

Different processing parameters can be defined for each

grid independently. As wall structures or phase boundaries

cross the defined interrogation areas at oblique angles,

errors in the calculated velocity vectors may occur. The

possible definition of a ‘‘wall object’’ prohibits false cal-

culations by disregarding the part of the interrogation area

that belongs to the wall structure.

Prior to velocity field calculations, a grid needs to be

defined for each object of interest. Such grid definition is

provided by FlexGrid (Dantec) and offers various object

geometries (rectangles, squares, ellipses, circles, and

polygon curves), which can be added to the high-speed

camera images. Each object can be defined as a Cartesian,

polar, elliptic, or Delaunay grid. Figure 1 illustrates an

example of ellipsoidal objects overlaid with a Cartesian or

Delauney grid distribution. The Delauney grid system

allows the fitting right to the edge of the object, unlike in

the Cartesian where the grid points are distributed along

horizontal and vertical lines regardless of the shape of the

object.

The final processing parameters for the cross-correlation

output are designated to each grid individually. The Flex-

PIV and Flexgrid software links the defined object with

additional properties such as ‘‘grid’’ (main object to cross-

correlate using a specific local grid and analysis function,

calculation results in vector fields), ‘‘hole’’ (usually com-

bined with the grid object to mark a grid-less area with no

correlation), ‘‘false hole’’ (local grid parameters can be set

and will be considered for the cross-correlation, no vector

indication), or ‘‘wall’’ (solid area with no flow at all and

therefore with no grid subdivision; the part of the interro-

gation area that is inside the wall will be masked out by the

correlation function). An example is given in Fig. 2.

We performed FlexPIV analysis utilizing an adaptive

correlation algorithm with interrogation area overlap of at

least 25–50 %. To avoid strong velocity gradients, the

software allows the change in interrogation area size and

shape, employing different coordinate arrangements

(Cartesian or Delauney) with radial or triangular connec-

tivity. In our case, the interrogation area is sized at either

16 9 16 px or 32 9 32 px, depending on the velocity flow

fields, leading to velocity variations of 5–10 % within the

interrogation area. Further post-processing procedures were

kept to a minimum for all lPIV experiments. The area

outside the actual microchannel was masked out prior to
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Fig. 1 Cartesian (top) and

Delauney (bottom) grid

distribution (left) and the

specific FlexPIV triangular

vector connectivity (right). The

triangular connectivity allows

each vector point 6 neighbors

for peak validation. The origin

(0/0) of both grids is chosen to

be in the left, bottom corner

Fig. 2 Specification of object

areas for simultaneous FlexPIV

analysis: Image I shows the

fluorescence picture of the

droplet phase, while Image II

depicts the flow-field

calculation inside the droplet

neglecting the flow of the

surrounding continuous phase.

Images III and IV show the

same procedure for the bulk

fluid phase neglecting the

droplet phase. Analysis is

performed using FlexPIV using

the ‘‘hole’’ and ‘‘false hole’’

masking
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FlexPIV analysis to minimize the number of false velocity

vectors. In order to verify the result of the cross-correla-

tion, the original fluorescent micrograph and the corre-

sponding velocity vector field were matched, as shown in

Fig. 3.

3 Material

3.1 PDMS microchannel and geometries

PDMS-based co-flow devices with different capillary

geometries and sizes were manufactured using standard soft

lithography techniques. With this fabrication method, we

were able to produce geometrically similar channels with a

capillary outlet diameter (which was varied between 0.01

and 0.02 mm) and channel height of hcl & 0.2 ± 0.01 mm.

In order to calculate the hydrodynamic diameters of both

the channels, Dhcl, and the capillaries, Dhcp, and thus, the

actual velocity of the both phases, the actual hcl was verified

prior experimental performance. Figure 4 shows the uti-

lized microfluidic channel with pointed capillary tip with

Dcp,in = Dcp,out = 0.033 mm. The effective hydraulic

channel diameter, Dhcl,eff = Dhcl - Dhcp,out, is 0.13 mm.

The flow direction of both phases is parallel to the

nominated direction of the x axis. The width of the mi-

crochannel is given by the y axis and the height of the

channel by the z axis. The position of the droplet is

described by the flow position (x axis) and crosswise

position (y axis). The flow rate of the disperse phase, Qdisp,

was set at values between 0.01 and 1.0 ml/h, whereas the

flow rate of the continuous oil phase was varied between

0.1 B Qcont B 5.0 ml/h. Both fluids were delivered to the

microdevice via microbore tubing (PE50 Intramedic, outer

diameter = 1.5 mm, inner diameter = 0.5 mm) and

stainless steel connectors (22 gauge, outer diame-

ter & 0.71 mm) using constant displacement rate syringe

pumps (Harvard PhD 2000). Inlet and outlet ports were

located * 30 mm up stream and downstream of the

droplet generation zone.

3.2 Fluids

As continuous phase, cold-pressed sunflower oil (Florin

AG, Switzerland) is used in all experiments. Sunflower oil

exhibits Newtonian flow behavior with viscosity of

56 mPas (T = 20 �C), density of &0.916 g/cm3, and

interfacial tension (water in sunflower oil) of about 23

mN/m. As the dispersed phase, two aqueous solutions were

used throughout this study: A Newtonian solution com-

posed of distilled water with non-ionic Tween 20 surfac-

tants (polyoxyethylene sorbate) at concentrations from 0

(pure water) to 0.893 wt%. The interfacial tension of the

different solutions is summarized in Table 1. The density

and the viscosity of the aqueous Tween 20 solutions are

considered to be those of water (*1.000 g/cm3,

*1 mPas). To study the droplet formation for elastic flu-

ids, non-Newtonian solutions hydrophobically modified

guar gum (hydroxypropyl-ether guar gum (HPGG), Rho-

dia) were added to the water–surfactant phase in the con-

centration regime of 0.01–0.2 wt% (see Table 1). The

Fig. 3 Fluorescent micrograph matched with the corresponding

vector field to verify the resultant cross-correlation analysis

Fig. 4 Illustration of the

PDMS-based microfluidic

channel geometries with pointed

orifice and thin outlet wall
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viscoelastic behavior of HPGG solutions has been descri-

bed by Duxenneuner et al. (2008), and a brief summary of

the material properties is given in the following. Guar gum

is a high molecular weight polysaccharide extracted from

Cyamopsis tetragonolobus seeds and widely used as a

stabilizing and thickening agent in food, pharmaceutical,

and personal care products, as well as dying liquor and in

enhanced oil recovery. Guar gum is non-ionic and com-

posed from a D-mannose backbone decorated with branches

of D-galactose units in a statistical fashion. Chemical

modification leads to better solubility, resistance to shear

degradation, salt tolerance, faster hydration rate, and better

temperature stability. The used HPGG exhibits Newtonian

flow properties under shear flow at concentrations up to

0.1 wt% and shear thinning behavior at higher concentra-

tions. Solutions used in this investigations are in the tran-

sition regime between diluted and semi-dilute regimes, i.e.,

in the regime of the overlap concentration and therefore

responsive to stress relaxation mechanisms of the deformed

polymer chain. In this concentration regime, shear and

elongational viscosity as well as the polymer relaxation

time exhibit different scaling behaviors. The transitional

concentration regime was chosen because the presence of

high molecular polymer is known to substantially impact

droplet formation and breakup kinetics and final droplet

size within microfluidic devices (Duxenneuner et al. 2008;

Husny and Cooper-White 2006; Rodd et al. 2005a, b).

For all experiments, either one or both phases were

seeded with fluorescent particles of various sizes. We used

carboxylated polystyrene microspheres from Duke Scien-

tific (R100, R300, R500, R700, Nile red, suspended in

H2O) as fluorescent tracer particles with an excitation

kex,max = 542 nm and emission maximum wavelength

kem,max = 612 nm, respectively. The particle diameter

varied from DR100 = 0.10 lm, DR300 = 0.30 lm,

DR500 = 0.49 lm, and DR700 = 0.71 lm depending on the

geometrical constraints of the microfluidic device. The

seeding particle concentrations were optimized to allow for

the capture of in-focus particles over the background

‘‘glow’’ (0.05 vol % for tracer particle smaller than

0.7 mm diameter and 0.03 vol % for particles with diam-

eter C0.7 mm). This was particularly relevant when using

deep microchannels, where the background illumination

increases rapidly with increasing number of out-of-focus

particles.

4 Results and discussion

The droplet formation in the dripping regime can be divi-

ded in three different stages: (1) filling: the droplet is

attached to the capillary outlet and expands in all directions

until the equilibrium of the net forces is lost (interfacial

tension vs. detaching forces), (2) necking: droplet separa-

tion, which starts by forming a neck, and (3) pinch-off: the

neck thins rapidly until the droplet finally pinches off (drag

and inertial forces overcome the interfacial tension force,

(Cramer et al. 2004)). The influence of the added bio-

polymer, i.e., the influence of the viscoelasticity expressed

by the polymer relaxation time, is depicted in Fig. 5 where

the droplet detachment of the pure aqueous phase

(0.161 wt% Tween 20) and the viscoelastic biopolymer

phase (0.161 wt% Tween 20, 0.2 wt% HPGG) are com-

pared. While the Newtonian droplets detached in a purely

dripping mode, viscoelastic droplets form an elongated

neck or filament prior to detachment.

Figure 6a visualizes the evolution of a purely aqueous

droplet (0.161 wt% Tween 20) at the capillary tip. Streak

imaging is used to investigate qualitatively the flow of the

ambient phase around the capillary tip and in the droplet.

Even though the disperse phase is also seeded with tracer

particles (Fig. 6a), no distinct particle motion inside the

droplet is observed. On the other hand, we observed the

onset of symmetrical vortices on each side of the capillary

Table 1 Interfacial tension of

aqueous Tween 20 and aqueous

Tween 20–HPGG solutions at

23 �C

* Polymer relaxation time H
and extensional viscosity gext

are taken from Duxenneuner

et al. (2008)

Solution cTween (wt%) cHPGG (wt%) c (mN/m) H* (ms) gext* (Pas)

Water – – 23.6 – –

Tween 20 0.161 – 15.3 – –

Tween 20 0.228 – 9 – –

Tween 20 0.893 – 7 – –

HPGG – 0.01 8.4 0.937 0.53

HPGG – 0.1 2.8 2.047 1.43

HPGG – 0.2 1.9 4.754 1.49

Tween 20–HPGG 0.161 0.01 6.2 – –

Tween 20–HPGG 0.161 0.1 4.3 – –

Tween 20–HPGG 0.161 0.2 2.7 – –

Tween 20–HPGG 0.228 0.1 1.9 – –

Tween 20–HPGG 0.893 0.1 1.7 – –
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outlet at the beginning of droplet formation process. Ima-

ges in Fig. 6a show that the disperse phase leaving the

orifice and the formation of the droplet disturbs the flow of

the continuous phase. This leads to vortices (Fig. 6a-ii),

which disappear with progressive droplet filling, necking,

and final pinch-off. The drag force imposed by the bulk

phase encourages the detachment of the droplet from the

orifice. With increasing velocity of the continuous phase,

vcont, (at constant velocity of the disperse phase vdisp), the

initial vortex area grows larger. An increase of vdisp (at

constant velocity of the continuous phase vcont) results in

slower droplet formation and an increase in the final

droplet size (Cramer et al. 2004). The impact of the drag

force decreases and has less influence on the deformation

of the droplet shape.

In Fig. 6b, experiments inside the same microfluidic

channel at similar flow rates as Fig. 6a (Qdisp = 0.01 ml/h

(vdisp = 0.08 m/s) and Qcont = 0.1 ml/h (vcont = 0.03 m/

s)) are depicted for the viscoelastic aqueous dispersed

phase (0.161 wt% Tween 20 and 0.2 wt% HPGG). The

increased viscoelasticity, i.e., the increased concentration

of HPGG (see Table 1 for polymer relaxation time and

extensional viscosity) of the disperse phase, results in a

longer neck (see Fig. 6b-v) being formed between the

nozzle outlet and the leading edge of the dispersed phase

during the evolution of the droplet. This behavior is as

expected for a viscoelastic droplet of low interfacial ten-

sion in a Newtonian bulk phase. This neck leads to droplet

pinch-off occurring further downstream from the capillary

outlet (compared to the non-viscoelastic solution), which

provides for a smoother geometrical form of the droplet

when attached to the capillary. Hence, the bulk phase flow

path is less perturbed by the presence of the neck and does

not form large vortices.

Employing lPIV we were able to visualize the inner and

outer velocity profiles of the droplet forming in co-flowing

sunflower oil. Figure 7 presents a water droplet within the

microfluidic channel at the stage of filling (Row A), prior

to necking (Row B), and just before pinching-off (Row C).

The experiment was run at flow rates of Qdisp = 0.1 ml/h

(vdisp = 0.83 m/s) and Qcont = 0.5 ml/h (vcont = 0.17

m/s). The time between the laser pulses was set to

dt = 0.1 ms. The fluorescent micrographs (Fig. 7, left

column) and the high-speed analysis (inserts,) show the

captured frames of the fluorescent droplet and its actual

position inside the microfluidic channel. As shown by the

different colors of the velocity vectors, one can clearly

observe that the speed of the disperse phase is fastest near

the capillary outlet and much faster than the velocity of the

ambient fluid (Fig. 7, middle column). With increasing

distance from the orifice, the droplet velocity decreases,

adjusting to the flow of the ambient fluid. Figure 7 (right

column) shows the velocity inside the droplet as a function

of the downstream position (y axis). To analyze the flow

profile quantitatively, the velocity values of the droplet

were taken at four different positions along the x axis

(downstream positions). The symmetrical velocity distri-

bution at various locations shows a decrease with

increasing droplet size and with increasing distance from

the capillary tip.

In Fig. 8, two pure water droplets are compared in the

same channel geometry at a similar evolution stage but

different velocity vcont (doubling from vcont = 0.08 m/s

(Fig. 8a) to vcont = 0.17 m/s (Fig. 8b)). The size of the

droplet in Fig. 8b is slightly smaller due to the higher

velocity, and thus, the droplet formation time is shorter.

The graphics on the right column in Fig. 8 illustrate clearly

the increase in the velocity values for both settings.

Comparing the velocity field of each droplet at the same

marked positions inside the droplet, we recognize that the

values for vcont = 0.17 m/s are almost twice the corre-

sponding value for vcont = 0.08 m/s.

Figure 9 illustrates the streak image (top), vector profile

(middle), and the contour plot (bottom) of the velocity

field of the ambient bulk fluid flowing around a droplet

forming at the pointed capillary tip (left column) and

around a droplet flowing along the channel (right column).

Fig. 5 a Droplet detachment of a Newtonian water droplet

(0.161 wt% Tween 20) and b a viscoelastic droplet (0.161 wt%

Tween 20, 0.2 wt% HPGG) into sunflower oil (Qdisp = 0.1 ml/h,

Qcont = 2.0–20.0 ml/h, BOL break-off length)
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The flow velocity ratio for this experiment was set to

vdisp = 0.08 m/s and vcont = 0.03 m/s (Qdisp = 0.01 ml/h,

Qcont = 0.1 ml/h). With FlexPIV, we were able to extract

the velocity information from the bulk phase by marking

out the drop as a ‘‘false hole’’ object. As the droplet is still

attached to the orifice, it fills the channel volume and

Fig. 6 a Streak images of a

Newtonian water droplet

(0.161 wt% Tween 20) into

sunflower oil at various stages

during formation

(Qdisp = 0.01 ml/h,

Qcont = 0.1 ml/h). b Streak

images of a viscoelastic droplet

(0.161 wt% Tween 20, 0.2 wt%

HPGG) into sunflower oil at

various formation stages

(Qdisp = 0.01 ml/h,

Qcont = 0.1 ml/h)
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blocks the continuous phase flow. After the droplet pinch-

off, the final volume of the droplet fills the channel and

narrows the remaining space for the continuous phase

fluid. Following the equation of continuity, the velocity of

the continuous phase fluid has to increase drastically to

maintain the volumetric flow rate with decreasing avail-

able space. As shown in both cases (left and right col-

umn), the continuous phase passes the narrow gap

between the droplet and the channel wall with increased

velocity. The rising bulk velocity causes an increase in the

viscous drag force, which supports the detachment of the

droplet from the capillary.

Figure 10 shows a viscoelastic droplet (Tween 20–

HPGG solutions) just prior pinch-off. The viscoelasticity of

the dispersed phase results in the formation of an elongated

neck or filament. The velocity ratio is vdisp/vcont = 4.8 with

Qdisp = 1 ml/h (vdisp = 8.3 m/s) and Qcont = 5 ml/h

(vdisp = 1.7 m/s). Figure 10 shows the difference in the

velocity profile of the same droplet but at various levels of

object planes (close to the top, in the middle, and near the

bottom of the droplet). The actual velocity at similar

downstream positions differs from height level to height

level. In early stages of the droplet generation, i.e., as long

as the droplet is fully attached to the capillary, the flow of

the disperse fluid is filling the droplet constantly and the

emerging inertial force leads to a volume extension of the

droplet mainly in direction of the flow stream, a similar

behavior as seen for Newtonian droplets in Fig. 7. How-

ever, in the later stage of droplet formation and unlike the

Newtonian droplet pinching-off, the viscoelastic droplet is

still attached to the capillary tip via the filament. At this

stage of the droplet formation almost no fluid is transported

through the filament to the droplet, a phenomenon also

found in extensional experiments on liquid bridges (e.g.,

CaBER experiments) (Gier and Wagner 2012). The fluo-

rescent particles only indicate a movement away from the

filament to the downstream end of the droplet where they

remain until the droplet breaks off.

Fig. 7 Fluorescent micrographs (left column), velocity vector fields

(middle column), and corresponding velocity graphs (right column) of

the flow behavior of a forming water droplet (Qdisp = 0.1 ml/h) in

sunflower oil (Qcont = 0.5 ml/h) generated at the pointed capillary tip

(images in row A, B, and C shown the droplet formation at different

times, lPIV settings: scaling factor SF = 0.138; dt = 0.1 ms; R700

tracer particles in the aqueous dispersed phase, flow direction from

left to right)
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Fig. 8 Velocity vector field

(left column) and velocity graph

(right column) of pure water

droplet formation into sunflower

oil at a pointed capillary tip at

a Qdisp = 0.01 ml/h and

Qcont = 0.1 ml/h (vc = 0.08 m/

s) and at b Qdisp = 0.1 ml/h and

Qccont = 0.5 ml/h

(vcont = 0.17 m/s)

Fig. 9 FlexPIV analysis

(a fluorescence image,

b velocity vector, c velocity

contour plot) of the outer

velocity field of a pure water

droplet growing at the capillary

(left column) and flowing along

the channel (right column). Both

phases are seeded with particles

(R700 in H2O and R100 in

sunflower oil). The velocity

ratio is vdisp = 0.08 m/s and

vcont = 0.03 m/s with

Qdisp = 0.01 ml/h and

Qcont = 0.1 ml/h (lPIV

settings: scaling factor

SF = 0.093, dt = 1.0 ms)
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5 Conclusion

Droplet generation of Newtonian and non-Newtonian (elastic)

fluids into oil in co-flowing microfluidic channels was inves-

tigated withlPIV, focusing on the simultaneous observation of

the flow inside and around the forming droplet. Both the dis-

persed phase solutions (mixtures of Tween and hydroxyprop-

ylether guar gum) and the continuous phase (sunflower oil)

were successfully seeded with the same fluorescent particles.

Through the application of flexible grids (FlexPIV and Flex-

Grid), the images were used to analyze both the inner and outer

fluid flows, i.e., to map the entire flow situation produced as a

result of the device geometry, process conditions, and fluid

parameters. The flow pattern of the surrounding sunflower oil

is dominated by the downstream flow, but shows, depending

on the formation stage of the droplet, steady through to

unsteady (vortex) flows. Velocity profiles and the corre-

sponding fluorescent micrographs of the inner flow behavior of

the forming droplets show a rapidly expanding flow when

close to the capillary tip through to a quiescent flow situation at

the leading edge of the droplet. With increasing droplet age,

i.e., at the stage if droplet detachment, the difference of the

internal field strengths levels out. The influence of viscoelastic

fluid properties on the droplet detachment process confirmed

that the polymer stress relaxation properties of the high

molecular weight HPGG lead to filament formation prior to

droplet detachment, resulting in substantial changes to the flow

behavior within the neck and within the attached droplet.

Internal fluid recirculation in the droplet was not observed in

any stage of droplet formation (initiation, growth, and

detachment), indicating a flow situation that seeks a low stress

situation with the surrounding continuous phase.
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